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Abstract
Evaluation of rendering performance is crucial when selecting or developing algorithms, but challenging as performance can largely differ across a set of selected scenarios. Despite this, performance metrics are often reported and compared in a highly aggregated way. In this paper we suggest a more fine-grained approach for the evaluation of rendering performance, taking into account multiple perspectives on the scenario: camera position and orientation along different paths, rendering algorithms, image resolution, and hardware. The approach comprises a visual analysis system that shows and contrasts the data from these perspectives. The users can explore combinations of perspectives and gain insight into the performance characteristics of several rendering algorithms. A stylized representation of the camera path provides a base layout for arranging the multivariate performance data as radar charts, each comparing the same set of rendering algorithms while linking the performance data with the rendered images. To showcase our approach, we analyze two types of scientific visualization benchmarks.

1. Introduction
Evaluating the performance of graphics and visualization rendering techniques is essential when introducing a new approach or choosing a suitable technique for a given scenario. This generally requires analysis and comparison of metrics such as frame rates. Benchmarks are generally designed to cover representative

Figure 1: Performance comparison of different streamline rendering techniques at different views—represented via blue nodes with stylized frustums—along a camera path (stippled gray line). The data domain is depicted by a gray bounding box for context. Performance data is conveyed via radar charts with one axis per technique, accompanied by corresponding rendered images. This clearly shows the different performance characteristics across techniques and how they vary under changing camera configurations.
runs and are used to measure the overall performance of a technique. Comprehensive benchmarks generate numerous measurements which generally vary significantly depending on a wide range of influencing factors like camera configuration, compute hardware, resolution, etc. Detailed analysis of the characteristics of this complex parameter space is a challenging problem, and for practical purposes the measurements are often condensed into one or few scalar numbers (e.g., average frame rate or percentiles). However, aggregating performance to a single or few values provides only a limited, superficial perspective as performance differences between rendering techniques might interact strongly with the above influence factors. Better understanding these detailed differences could help, for instance, selecting the best technique for a specific scene, avoiding problematic camera perspectives, informing a fair comparative evaluation, detecting quality mismatches between the techniques, and improving a technique.

Our approach, hence, is more fine-grained and supports the visual comparison of rendering performance taking into account multiple perspectives: different camera paths, different rendering techniques, and different hardware. Following the movement of the camera through a scene and using this as a basis for visualization provides a natural contextualization of the data and eases interpretation—connecting the performance data to the camera view is key for understanding view-specific performance characteristics. We specifically support the following analysis tasks:

- **T1:** Compare the performance of rendering techniques for a specific camera configuration in context of the rendered images.
- **T2:** Show the performance of rendering techniques as part of a camera path and support the comparison of different paths.
- **T3:** Identify clusters and respective outliers of data points with similar performance characteristics across the techniques.
- **T4:** Study interactions of performance with other rendering parameters and hardware setups.

In the visualization, as shown in Figure 1, techniques are compared with respect to different camera configurations, and performance data is linked with rendered images. A stylized representation of the camera path and the bounding box of the main scene (gray area) provides the base layout. Multivariate performance radar charts compare the same set of rendering techniques next to the respective renderings (T1 and T2). Integrating this visualization as a main view, we developed a visual analysis system for comparing multivariate rendering performance. Additional views compare the performance of different rendering techniques in scatterplots and tables (see Figure 3; T3). Clusters and outliers can be selected for closer analysis and connected to specific setups (T4). This is complemented by an overview of all recorded camera paths (see Figure 2; T1 and T2). The supplemental material contains a video demonstrating interactions and a typical analysis workflow.

With this approach and system, which we call *Multiple Perspectives*, we target scientific visualization developers and researchers. Our work supports them in evaluating rendering techniques as well as forming hypotheses for improving the techniques, which we showcase in two application examples (see Section 5 and the supplemental video). We have developed the approach in close collaboration of researchers from the area of performance and software visualization and of scientific visualization.

2. Related Work

The proposed approach both relates to scientific visualization as part of the problem domain (i.e., rendering performance) as well as information visualization and visual analytics as part of the solution domain (i.e., visual analysis of performance data).

**Evaluating Rendering Performance** Several works on evaluating rendering performance of scientific visualizations conclude that performance substantially varies based on the rendered dataset, hardware, and parameters such as the camera perspective, often in non-obvious ways [BH12; LHK*16; BMFE19; BLE*22]. Benchmarks such as SPECviewperf [Sta21] have been proposed to generate a standard for measuring graphics performance. However, typically, performance of scientific visualization algorithms is still reported only as runtime speed in a single figure or table, evaluated on a single hardware platform for a few different datasets [IIC*13; BMFE19]. Some works, in contrast, contain a more fine-grained evaluation and present results on runtime behavior for different camera paths, dataset sizes, or differences in image quality. Wang et al. [WYC17], for instance, conduct an in-depth performance evaluation in their work on a cache-friendly sampling strategy for volume rendering. They consider multiple viewpoints, datasets, and camera rotations, while only evaluating one GPU. Other volume rendering works use hundreds of different camera views by recording user interaction sequences for several datasets, but limit their evaluation to one viewport and device [FSME14; BFE17]. Regarding particle visualization, for example, Wald et al. [WKJ*15] and Knoll et al. [KWN*14] evaluate several devices, datasets, and two views each. But despite these individual examples, overall, performance evaluation in scientific visualization will profit if researchers and developers can visually explore the performance data.

**Performance Visualization** In both industry and academia, visualization is an integral part of the performance analysis of rendering algorithms. There are various vendor- or hardware-specific tools that visually assist in profiling, finding bottlenecks, and optimizing performance [AMD21; NVI21; GGA11]. They typically allow for a detailed analysis of (low-level) hardware specifics, but do not embed the results within the context of the rendered scene and do not explicitly support the comparison of different techniques. Not specific to rendering, Isaacs et al. [IGP*14] review numerous general performance visualization techniques, and also describe application-specific solutions. For instance, performance can be visually mapped to the physical space of a simulation. Following this line, Schulz et al. [SLB*11] observe that application developers often find visualization application contexts to be highly intuitive when analyzing runtime performance. They uncovered performance bottlenecks by visually arranging performance counters of processors by the physical region they simulated. Similarly, Wylie and Geimer [WG11] reveal performance bottlenecks by attributing the physical space with computation times. With our technique, we do not visualize simulation performance but provide application context, here camera perspectives. Moreover, our approach also relates to visual comparison [GAW*11; LJS21] of performance data, especially if performance is described as multivariate data [SH94; PDW*14]. To visualize it, researchers use standard techniques for multivariate data visualization [TPFB18; TPFB20] or specifically tailored visualizations [SBB19; BBRR12; PGFL05]. In our work,
we use a highly interactive custom visualization to compare the performance of different rendering techniques and their outputs.

3. Rendering Performance Data

Rendering performance can be measured from multiple perspectives, and it is important to consider these within an evaluation. Scene \( s \in S \) and camera configuration \( c_k \in C_k \) define the image content, and resolution \( r \in R \) specifies the number of pixels. Camera configurations \( c_k \) belong to a sequential camera path \( C_k \in C \). With this, a rendering algorithm and corresponding parameter setting \( p \in P \) are employed; the combination of algorithm and respective parameters defines a specific instantiation that is referred to as technique throughout this paper. A technique is executed on a certain hardware architecture and model \( h \in H \). In total, the synthesis \( \gamma \) of an image \( i \in I \) yields an execution performance \( x \in X \):

\[
(x, i) = \gamma_{C_k, p, h, r}(c_k).
\]

The camera configuration \( c_k \) plays an important role as it is constantly varied in interactive approaches, while the other impact factors typically remain constant. Camera paths \( C_k \) naturally reflect a specific animated scene navigation of a user. Also, the ordering can have a performance impact through caching effects—it might matter in which order the respective configurations were rendered, and rendering gets more efficient if previous rendering results can be partly reused. The scene \( s \) and camera configuration \( c_k \) in particular have an impact on the image itself, but the technique \( p \) generally also influences the quality. Depending on the parameter, available options \( P \) might be numeric (e.g., step size along a ray in volume raycasting), categorical (e.g., graphics cards \( \in H \)), or combinations thereof. While any performance metric can be represented by \( X \), we consistently use frames per second (fps), as a common metric, and have optimized the visualizations for its properties.

For a (comparative) analysis of each variable’s impact, we systematically sample the input parameter space \( \left(S, C, P, R, H, \right) \) of Equation 1. In practice, a problem is though that testing many parameters and configurations of each influential factor is difficult as the number of necessary runs quickly ‘explodes’ \( |S| \cdot |C| \cdot |P| \cdot |R| \cdot |H| \). Hence, parameters need to be restricted to a small number of essential ones and only varied across few configurations. We, hence, focus on the rendering part of the visualization pipeline, not considering filtering and mapping operations that generate the readable representation (scene \( s \)) from raw data. One specific sample yields a vector \( (x, i, l) \), \( i, \gamma_{C_k, p, h, r}(c_k) \) (see Equation 1). Since we focus on comparing techniques \( p \in P \), as a basis for these investigations, a data point constitutes a vector of performance measurements \( (x_p) \forall p \in P \) with \( (x_p, i_p) \leftarrow \gamma_{C_k, p, h, r}(c_k) \) for fixed \( s \in S, c_k \in C_k, r \in R, \) and \( h \in H \).

4. Multiple Perspectives – Visualization Approach

We propose Multiple Perspectives, a visual analysis approach for analyzing rendering performance. The design of the system was refined in short iterations, discussing each intermediate stage within the team of authors, which comprised two experts in software performance visualization and two domain experts in scientific visualization. Mostly regular (bi-)weekly meetings for about one year have driven the development of the approach and provided continuous feedback. This process has led from first prototypes that consisted only of standard multivariate data visualizations (e.g., scatterplots, tables, parallel coordinates plots) to the current highly tailored approach. With each iteration of prototypes, we also refined the list of analysis tasks, which in turn reflected back on the prototype and guided central design decisions.

During this process, we identified the following three key design decisions: (I) use radar charts as the main way of depicting multivariate performance data, (II) split the input parameter space into meaningful subsets for visualization based on different scenes and camera paths, and (III) use a projected camera path as a base layout for the main visualization. Radar charts can be considered as a variant of parallel coordinates plots where the axes are arranged in a radial layout. In contrast to parallel coordinates plots, they usually only show one or few data items, but the lines form characteristic shapes that can act as fingerprints or indicators of visual similarity. In our case, each axis represents one technique \( p \) and shows the median performance measurements for the respective technique. The design decision to use radar charts consistently across all views was motivated by their compact representation, their ability to form interpretable and memorable visual patterns, and their relative simplicity. This decision was made after first using a single parallel coordinate plot to represent the whole dataset of multivariate performance data. Due to visual clutter and scalability issues, we decided to split the data per camera path and sampling point.

We implemented our approach as a web-based system using Vue.js, D3.js, and three.js. The application is divided into the Dataset Explorer (Section 4.1) and the Camera Path Explorer (Section 4.2). The Dataset Explorer gives an overview over all available camera paths for a selected dataset and their performance characteristics. Selecting one opens the Camera Path Explorer, which features a highly interactive custom visualization to explore rendering performance of a single camera path.

4.1. The Dataset Explorer

After selecting a dataset \( s \in S \), the Dataset Explorer shows a grid of small multiples representing all available camera paths \( C_k \in C \), each as a combination of a 3D thumbnail and a radar chart (see Figure 2). With this view, we address tasks T1 and T2 from a higher level of abstraction, providing a summarized preview of the performance data comparing different camera paths.

On the left of each box that represents a camera path, a zoomable and rotatable 3D thumbnail provides spatial context. It shows the bounding box of the main scene drawn as a gray cuboid. Each camera position \( c_k \) along a camera path \( C_k \) is rendered as a blue sphere, and the points are connected to indicate the camera movement. Below the 3D representation, we show a set of thumbnails, displaying the rendered images along the camera path. We show only one image \( i \) for each sampled camera position \( c_k \). The parameters \( p \), hardware \( h \), and resolution \( r \) are set to default values as they typically do not have a noticeable effect on thumbnail-sized images.

To give an overview of the recorded performance metric for each camera path, we use radar charts as motivated above. The data displayed in the chart is filtered by the selected scene \( s \) and camera.
path $C_k$, but aggregated across all camera configurations along the path $c_k \in C_k$, resolutions $R$, and hardware setups $H$. In other words, the chart summarizes all data points $x_p$ (which are vectors of performance measurements that relate to the camera path, see Section 3) comparing the techniques in $P$ on the different radial axes. In order to better assess the performance values, we add common fps rates (30, 60, 144 fps) as reference lines.

The small multiples of the Dataset Explorer allow for a quick comparison of the characteristics of the different camera paths. With its focus on only two freely selectable parameters for comparison (dataset $s \in S$, and camera path $C_k$), we effectively split the possibly large input parameter space into manageable subsets, which can be analyzed in more depth in the Camera Path Explorer.

4.2. The Camera Path Explorer

The Camera Path Explorer (Figure 3) addresses all analysis tasks $T_1$–$T_4$ on a detailed level and consists of five views:

I. Camera Path View—a 2D abstraction of the camera path enriched with radar charts comparing the performance of rendering techniques next to the respective rendered images ($T_1$, $T_2$).

II. Clustering Panel—an interactive scatterplot that shows a 2D projection of all data points ($T_3$).

III. Comparison Panel—a correlation matrix to compare all techniques, from which a scatterplot can be selected for a detailed comparison of two techniques ($T_3$).

IV. Faceted Browsing Panel—a faceted browsing interface to sub-select data points ($T_1$, $T_4$).

V. Data Table—a table with selected data points ($T_1$, $T_4$).

The Clustering Panel, Comparison Panel, and Facet Browsing Panel support sub-selection of data points via mouse brushing. All visualizations are linked to display the respective sub-selections.

Camera Path View The sampled camera configurations $c_k$ of the selected three-dimensional camera path $C_k$ serve as a base layout for our main visualization and allow to spatially contextualize the performance information ($T_2$). We project the camera path to a non-rotatable plane in order to create a recognizable map-like representation of the path. This simplifies the visual representation and navigation. We determine the plane by minimizing the distance to all sampled camera positions of the respective path. The vertices of the bounding box of the scene, which are shown as a gray cuboid, are projected to the plane using the same method.

To handle camera paths with hundreds of sampling points, we allow automatic and adaptive aggregation into path segments. To identify start and end points of these segments, we give each sampling point an importance value. Importance values are calculated based on the cosine distance of performance metrics of adjacent camera positions. A high cosine distance reflects a change in the multivariate performance data and indicates a candidate for segmentation. Ordering the list of points by importance value prioritizes these candidates. We determine a cut-off value for the list of points that limits the number of generated segments, while still preserving important differences. During development we found our approach to work best with a total segment number between 11 and 30, depending on the currently selected data points. We use a dynamic cut-off value by calculating the pair-wise differences of importance values and finding the maximum value in the range between elements 11 and 30. The resulting candidates are used for segmentation, and all data points of a segment get aggregated. The segmentation adapts to filtering and selection and re-generates segments each time the analyst selects other data points. This way, we can ensure that the application always shows enough information to highlight interesting sampling points, while not overloading the user with too much data. The segments (solid gray lines) are plotted on top of the original camera path (dashed gray line) as can be seen in Figure 3 I. We use the median camera position in the segment as a representative of that segment, for which we add a light blue triangle representing the camera’s direction and field of view.

Each segment of the camera path is connected to an overlay box showing the performance of the techniques and images corresponding to the median index ($T_1$). The image component on the left consists of two parts: a thumbnail-sized preview of the rendering result, and a magnified version of a selected image. Image selection can be done by hovering a thumbnail (sticky selection by clicking), allowing for a quick comparison of the rendering results. To highlight outliers with unexpected high visual deviations, we calculate the structural similarity (SSIM) [WBSS04] between each image pair of a data point. If the minimum of the SSIM values is below a threshold, we display a red marker indicating major visual differences (see Figure 3). A radar chart that visualizes performance on the right uses the same design as the ones in the Dataset Explorer (Section 4.1). Aggregating all data points $x_p$ for this camera segment, it shows the median fps values with one technique per axis. When data points get interactively sub-selected, the radar chart updates accordingly and only aggregates the current selection. To reduce visual clutter in the Camera Path View, we decided to omit labels on the axes of the various displayed radar charts. Instead of repeating them for every chart, we depict the axis labels as a legend in the top right corner of the screen (see Figure 3 above III).
We use a force-directed layout to position the boxes along the path. For this, we attach repelling forces to the boxes, the path sampling points, and the origin point of the 2D projection. Attracting forces are attached to the endpoint pairs of the leaders that connect the boxes with the camera path. This layout method mostly avoids overlapping of boxes with other boxes or path sampling points. But, if necessary, the user can also hide (and show) individual boxes or manually rearrange them via drag and drop. By zooming and panning, the analyst can enlarge specific regions of the projected camera path and overlay boxes to inspect details of the data or images.

**Clustering Panel** To identify clusters and outliers according to task T3, the Clustering Panel (Figure 3 II) contains a scatterplot of the data points, where data points of similar performance characteristics across all rendering techniques are plotted in proximity. In particular, we use UMAP [MHM18] to project the multivariate data points, which contain one performance measurement \( x_p \) per technique \( p \) each (see Section 3), down to two dimensions. The projection is solely based on the performance measurements, and does not take other factors (e.g., camera configurations \( c_k \)) into account.

**Comparison Panel** Complementing the Clustering Panel regarding task T3, the Comparison Panel contains a correlation matrix and a scatterplot with interactively selectable axes (Figure 3 III). The correlation matrix shows the Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) for each pairwise combination of techniques. The cells of the matrix are color-coded from red (PCC = −1) over white (PCC = 0) to black (PCC = 1). Selecting a cell of the matrix updates the axes of the scatterplot to visually inspect performance differences between the pair of techniques. In the scatterplot, each point represents one data point \( x_p \). While points close to the diagonal reflect a balanced performance between the two techniques, off-diagonal points indicate a better performance for one of them. It can be discerned, for instance, if better performance relates to a constant factor for all data points or varies for subsets.

**Faceted Browsing Panel** As discussed in Section 3, we consider various parameters. While scene \( S \), and camera path \( C_k \) are selected in the Dataset Explorer, the camera configuration \( c_k \) and rendering technique \( p \) have dedicated visualizations in the Camera Path View. To also leverage the information about the hardware \( (h \in H) \) and the image’s output resolution \( (r \in R) \), we introduce additional sub-selection options in the Faceted Browsing Panel (Figure 3 IV). Applying the concept of faceted browsing [YSLH03], we interpret hardware (“Device”) and resolution (“Viewports”) as facets. Selecting one or more facet values filters the shown data. Selection across different facets is treated as a logical AND. Further, a single facet can be selected for further analysis. This will partition the data points along this facet and create an additional line for each facet value in the radar charts of the Camera Path View. Color is used throughout the application to identify the facet values. These interactive selection options allow superimposed comparison of multivariate performance data and address tasks T1 and T4. They allow investigating whether, for instance, different hardware setups influence the performance characteristics along the camera path.

**Data Table** The Data Table contains all currently selected data points without any aggregation (Figure 3 V). Each table row represents one data point \( x_p \) with images \( i_p \) as well as the camera configuration \( c_k \) (“Camera Step”), the used hardware \( h \) (“Device”), and...
the output resolution \( r \) of the rendered image ("Viewport"); scene \( s \) and camera path \( C \) are redundant for all data points in the screen and hence not included. The Data Table contributes to task T1 and T4 by contextualizing the performance measurements with the images as well as the rendering parameters and hardware setups.

### 5. Application Examples

We demonstrate our approach with two application examples from scientific visualization. In Section 5.1, we investigate the performance of rendering techniques in Intel OSPRay [WJA*16], a library for CPU-based ray tracing. For this, we measured the performance of several CPUs by extending the benchmark capabilities of OSPRay v2.4 for systematic sampling along camera paths. In Section 5.2, we analyze particle visualization techniques using publicly available performance data [BMFE19]. The measured devices are summarized in Table 1.

#### 5.1. OSPRay Volume Visualization

Intel OSPRay is an open source rendering library with high industry adoption. It comes with three different renderers that support different features and materials [Int21].

- The SciVis renderer is a fast ray tracer that supports multiple light sources, ambient occlusion, and shadows.
- The Ambient Occlusion renderer is a simplified variant of the SciVis renderer that does not consider light sources.
- The Path Tracer features indirect illumination, soft shadows, and realistic materials.

We evaluated each of the three renderers with two different parameter configurations, which we refer to as high quality (HQ) and low quality (LQ). For the SciVis and Ambient Occlusion renderer, we change the amount of ambient occlusion samples. In case of the Path Tracer, we vary the ray recursion depth for Russian roulette. The quality (LQ). For the SciVis and Ambient Occlusion renderer, we evaluate each of the three renderers with two different parameter configurations, which we refer to as high quality (HQ) and low quality (LQ). For the SciVis and Ambient Occlusion renderer, we change the amount of ambient occlusion samples. In case of the Path Tracer, we vary the ray recursion depth for Russian roulette. The SciVis renderer with shadows enabled gets faster until no shadow is visible. Similar cases can be found in region (C), where the camera zooms in on the dataset along its path. Differences between the techniques are particularly noticeable (the shape of the path plots) and show decreased performance relative to the base case.

#### 5.2. Particle Visualization

Next, we compare pairs of rendering techniques in the correlation matrix of the Comparison Panel. Besides an expected low correlation between the path tracing and the other techniques, a comparably low correlation between the SciVis renderer with and without shadows enabled sticks out. The comparison plot shows a similar clear pattern for all three devices (Figure 5). While the twelve-core AMD Ryzen 9 3900X slightly outperforms the dual socket Intel Xeon E5 with 20 cores (visible by the offset), the AMD Ryzen 9 5900X is clearly the fastest. Although featuring twelve cores as the 3900X, the 5900X demonstrates its superior instructions per cycle performance. We can roughly divide the comparison scatterplot into four regions A, B, C, and D (see Figure 5), that we brush in each case, to investigate their respective locations on the camera path. Region (A) includes camera positions below the ground plane, where shadows are not visible, resulting in a lower performance. Region (B) mainly shows view directions almost parallel to the ground plane; as less and less of the plane becomes visible along the path, the performance of the SciVis renderer with shadows enabled gets faster until no shadow is visible. Similar cases can be found in region (C), where the camera is zoomed out and larger parts of the ground plane get visible. Region (D) shows a near linear correlation between the faster configuration without shadows and the one with shadows enabled.
Figure 4: A spiral path from the OSPRay example. The performance-based segmentation of the path produces five larger stretches.

Figure 5: Comparison of the SciVis renderer in OSPRay with and without shadows enabled. We identified four regions (A–D) with different performance characteristics.

The radar plots generally indicate a similar performance of the LQ and the HQ variants of the SciVis renderer. This means raising the ambient occlusion parameter seems to have little to no effect on performance. The Comparison Panel confirms our hypothesis. Apparently, the ambient occlusion parameter has no effect on volumes when using the SciVis renderer (with our setup); there are also no noticeable visual differences when comparing the images. However, for the Ambient Occlusion renderer, dark pixels can be seen on the ground plane. We compare the SciVis renderer without using shadows against the Ambient Occlusion renderer, which is supposed to be faster since it does not consider light sources [Int21]. However, the comparison plot shows a better performance of the SciVis renderer across the board. Similar patterns are visible, but not as pronounced: camera configurations below the ground plane

Figure 6: Techniques show substantial performance differences for a selected case of the streamline dataset.

perform even better with the SciVis renderer, while the fps-cap for the close-up, side way perspectives (Figure 5B) is also visible.

To check if this is a general issue or limited to volume rendering, we switch to another dataset that contains generated streamlines. The streamline data also comes with OSPRay and consists of 100 randomly generated line geometries, spiraling upwards with changing radius of curvature. Figure 6 shows that, in the case of ray tracing, the opaque streamline objects, the techniques show substantially larger performance deviations compared to the volume dataset. The selected measurements from the Ryzen 9 3900X with a viewport of 512² pixels show a clear performance drop when raising the number of ambient occlusion samples for both the SciVis and the Ambient Occlusion renderers. Enabling shadows also shows a noticeable impact, in particular for the LQ variant. With the streamline data, the Ambient Occlusion renderer shows a slightly better performance (around 5%) compared to the SciVis renderer without shadows with HQ/LQ respectively. This aligns with the OSPRay documentation, which attributes the SciVis renderer a slower performance.

The runtimes of the Path Tracer are generally substantially slower than those of the other two renderers (factor 10–15) but hard to compare due to the differences in the approaches, especially for volume datasets. This is also reflected in the rendered images that clearly differ (see Figure 3 V). Selecting a single device and all resolutions, and coloring the plots accordingly, we noticed that performance seems to scale linearly with the viewport resolution throughout both datasets, i.e, quadrupling the pixel count from 512² to 1024², and again from 1024² to 2048², typically results in a quarter of the performance.

5.2. Particle Visualization

In the second application example, we examine publicly available data from a recent particle rendering benchmark [BMFE19]. The rendering of such particles, e.g., from molecular data, is typically based on spherical glyphs. The benchmark contains different implementations of this concept, and we perform a close comparison between five techniques. They differ in the shader stages they use to compute the sprites for the glyphs (vertex, geometry, or tesselation shaders) and the form and alignment of the sprites with respect to the camera (ray-aligned or screen-aligned). The benchmark includes the systematic sampling of different parameter configurations, most notably different camera paths. During our investiga-
We start our analysis with the Dataset Explorer, investigating the performance distributions across different camera paths by contrasting the radar plots. While many of the paths show a similar pattern for the five techniques, paths along the y-axis (the longest side of the bounding box) differ. To investigate this more closely, we select the sinusoidal path along the y-axis for further analysis in the Camera Path Explorer. A comparison of the radar charts for all camera positions in the path indicates three regions with different performance characteristics. One covers the first third of the path, where particles are sparsely scattered across the space and the main particle cluster creates a high frequency surface in the distance (e.g., Figure 7). In the second region, the camera moves through the main cluster, resulting in a viewport mostly filled by large spheres (e.g., Figure 10), while in the third part, only few small and scattered particles are rendered. Generally, the frame rates are high, and we filter for the highest viewport resolution in our further analysis.

To investigate similarities between configurations, we check for clusters in the Clustering Panel (Figure 8). Most clusters are groupings of values that either belong to a single GPU, a specific resolution, or combinations thereof. One of the clusters is a group of results from three NVIDIA GPUs with the same Pascal architecture. A closer inspection of the values in the Data Table reveals that the camera positions are located in the middle of the path, which means inside the bounding box. With those configurations, all three graphics cards produce similar fps values.

We then compare the radar charts for all GPUs along the selected camera path further and spot some interesting characteristics in the middle regions of the path. All NVIDIA GPUs show similar performance characteristics—also across architectures (Figure 9). In direct comparison to the NVIDIA Quadro M6000, the Radeon Vega performs substantially better when using the “instanced quads” or the “ray-aligned quad tessellation” methods for rendering (Figure 7). On the other hand, the Quadro M6000 outperforms the AMD GPU when using “screen-aligned quads” or “ray-aligned quad geometry”. Both cards exhibit similar performance when using ray-aligned polygons generated in the tessellation shader.

We notice a similar pattern at the next camera steps. The correlation matrix shows a negative correlation for the ray-aligned poly-
As each technique is represented by one axis in the radar charts, we can visualize different aspects of rendering performance. Performance values can be influenced by various factors, such as the degree of overdraw, the number of draw calls, and the complexity of the geometry.

For example, the screen-aligned quad technique may exhibit lower overdraw compared to other techniques, such as ray tracing. However, this advantage might come at the cost of increased draw calls.

We now discuss current limitations of our approach for visual performance comparison and outline directions for future work.

**Scalability** As outlined in Section 3, the number of necessary benchmark runs to capture the whole input parameter space explodes with increasing number of impact factors. In its current state, the visualization system scales for polygon tessellation and instanced quads. The coloring by device makes it immediately clear that those belong to the Radeon Vega GPU. The performance on this particular GPU in combination with polygon tessellation seems to be bound at around 80 fps. This effect can be seen across different camera configurations and viewport resolutions.

Comparing these images, we immediately notice a substantial difference in performance. A comparison to other camera paths reveals strong performance drop for the screen-aligned technique whenever the camera gets close to the spherical glyphs.

Comparing the images produced by the various techniques, red indicators imply relatively low structural similarity (SSIM) of at least a subset of the renderings. One of these cases stands out in particular due to its low SSIM value. When comparing these images, we immediately notice a substantial difference using the screen-aligned quad technique compared to the others. The sprite closest to the camera is (partly) clipped by all techniques except the screen-aligned variant. Different clipping behavior of the techniques may be a cause of performance differences in this configuration. Regarding the performance drop of the screen-aligned technique that can be observed in the renderings for the cases where the camera is inside the bounding box, we suspect a higher overdraw (i.e., overlapping sprites) for close spheres as one of the reasons. Another cause for the performance decrease might be that this method apparently generates sprites for back faces of spheres, causing unnecessary draw calls.

**6. Discussion and Future Work**

We now discuss current limitations of our approach for visual performance comparison and outline directions for future work.

**In Situ Evaluation** The current system is used in a posteriori scenarios: the camera path, and all performance measurements have to be pre-recorded. A promising direction for future work is an extension to capture performance data while the rendering application is running and display radar charts for different rendering techniques in situ. For example, users could interactively select camera positions with uncharacteristic performance for further analysis. Interactive selection of rendering techniques could also be an extension: enabling or disabling additional rendering features, loading different shader configurations, or even manipulating what is shown on screen (number of objects, complexity of geometry, etc.). However, it would be difficult to warrant a systematic sampling in such scenarios, which could limit the comparability of rendering techniques and might require different means of visualization.

**Code–Performance Comprehension** As discussed in Section 5.2, a direct linking between performance metrics, rendered image, and the source code of the rendering technique helps to understand deviations in rendering output and performance. With an integration of the source code in an additional panel inside the Camera Path Explorer, developers could inspect implementation details, while evaluating corresponding performance and rendering output. Furthermore, the system could show different versions of the same rendering technique (instead of different techniques), making the evolution of a technique visible while marking code differences. Instead of radar charts, a timeline-based arrangement of the performance metrics would clarify the temporal sequence. These features could answer questions on the performance impact of changes to the source code of the rendering technique and might reveal performance regressions.

**Applicability and Extensibility** In this paper, we showed the applicability of our approach to datasets from the scientific visualization domain. Due to the close relation of scientific visualization to computer graphics, we assume that our approach also works for this domain. A possible extension would not only include fps values as a metric for comparison, but also other performance metrics such as power or memory consumption. In addition to this, domain-specific new facets could be introduced.

**7. Conclusion**

We introduced a novel visual analysis approach for analyzing and comparing rendering performance of different techniques on a fine-grained level in the context of the camera paths. It integrates and tailors multivariate data visualizations optimized for visual comparison, collections of the rendered images, projections of the camera paths and scene, and an adaptive sampling algorithm to select camera positions of high importance with regard to performance characteristics. We call the approach Multiple Perspectives as the camera paths as well as the other rendering configurations and images provide different perspectives of the rich performance data, which is otherwise aggregated to a level where important details and specifics are obfuscated. In our application examples, we have
demonstrated that the approach helps in typical performance analysis and comparison tasks. For instance, clusters of camera configurations that have special performance characteristics regarding the compared techniques could be revealed, performance bottlenecks for specific device-technique combinations could be uncovered, and non-obvious impact of parameter changes could be identified. In general, we consider our approach as a step towards a more detailed understanding of rendering performance characteristics from (comprehensive) benchmarks, which in turn can contribute to choosing suitable methods and developing more efficient rendering techniques.
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